Elecom MY9UBWH 5
Button
BlueLED
Wired Mouse White
Just plug it in and use it immediately A five-button
BlueLED wired mouse that offers a comfortable
operability with a “forward / back” button that is
convenient for web browsing while being reasonable.
Key features Standard model with comfortable
operability Standard model that realizes comfortable
operation while being reasonable. Wired connection
type 5 button BlueLED wired mouse Wired connection
type 5 button BlueLED wired mouse that can be used
just by inserting. This is a 5-button type equipped with
“forward” and “back” buttons that increase the efficiency
of browsing web pages Even if you use it for a long
time, your hands are hard to get tired Because it is a
standard M size, your hands won't get tired even if you
use it for a long time, making it ideal for office use.
Symmetric design for easy grip Easy to grip and
symmetrical design, you can operate comfortably
regardless of whether you are right-handed or lefthanded. Adopting a wide wheel A 7.0mm wide wheel
that is close to the fingertip width and easy to turn is
used. Equipped with BlueLED Even with small
unevenness and dust, the light is reflected more
accurately, and it is equipped with BlueLED that can be
used comfortably regardless of location. No driver
installation required There is no need to install drivers,
etc., and it can be used immediately by connecting to a
USB port. 1.5m clear cable The cable is 1.5m long

enough to connect with a desktop computer. Resolution
1600 count The resolution is 1600 counts for smooth
operation in various operating environments. Change
button function assignments The button function
assignments can be changed using “ELECOM Mouse
Assistant”, which can be downloaded for free. *image
are for illustration purpose only

Features
General

Brand
Model
Product
Type

Elecom
M-Y9UBWH
Mouse

Dimensions

Weight (kg)

0.0745

Product Height
(cm)

3.8cm

Product Width
(cm)
Product Depth
(cm)

6.15cm
10cm
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